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2.2 Reputation of a Paper
We say the reputation of a paper is a weighted aggregation of its reviews, where the weight is the reputation of
the reviewer. (Section 2.4).
RP (p) =
8>>>>><>>>>>:
X
8r2rev(p)
RR(r) · o(r, p)X
8r2rev(p)
RR(r)
if |rev(p)|   k
? otherwise
(1)
where rev(p) = {r 2 R | o(r, p) 6= ?} denotes the reviewers of a given paper.
Note that when a paper receives less that k reviews, its reputation is defined as unknown, or ?. We currently
leave k as a parameter, though we suggest that k > 1, so that the reputation of a paper is not dependent on a
single review. We also recommend small numbers for k, such as 2 or 3, because we believe it is usually di cult
to obtain reviews. As such, new papers can quickly start building a reputation.
2.3 Reputation of an Author
We consider that a researcher’s author reputation is an aggregation of the reputation of her papers. The
aggregation is based on the concept that the impact of a paper’s reputation on its authors’ reputation is inversely
proportional to the total number of its authors. In other words, if one researcher is the sole author of a paper, then
this author is the only person responsible for this paper, and any (positive or negative) feedback about this paper
is propagated as is to its sole author. However, if the researcher has co-authored the paper with several other
researchers, then the impact (whether positive or negative) that this paper has on the researcher decreases with
the increasing number of co-authors. We argue that collaborating with di↵erent researchers usually increases the
quality of a research work since the combined expertise of more than one researcher is always better than the
expertise of a single researcher. Nevertheless, the gain in a researcher’s reputation decreases as the number of co-
authors increase. Hence, our model might cause researchers to be more careful when selecting their collaborators,
since they should aim at increasing the quality of the papers they produce in such a way that the gain for each
author is still larger than the gain it could have received if it was to work on the same research problem on her
own. As such, adding authors who do not contribute to the quality of the paper will also discouraged.
RA(r) =
8>>><>>>:
X
8p2pap(r)
 (p)  ⇥RP (p) + (1   (p) )⇥ 50
|pap(r)| if pap(r) 6= ;
? otherwise
(2)
where pap(r) = {p 2 P | r 2 a(p)^RP (p) 6= ?} denotes the papers authored by a given researcher r, ? describes
ignorance,  (p) =
1
|a(p)| is the coe cient that takes into consideration the number of authors of a paper (recall
that a(p) denotes the authors of a paper p), and   is a tuning factor that controls the rate of decrease of the
 (p) coe cient. Also note the multiplication by 50, which describes ignorance, as 50 is the median of the chosen
range [0, 100]. If another range was chosen, the median of that range would be used here. The choice of range
and its median does not a↵ect the performance of the model (i.e. the results of the simulation of Section 3 would
remain the same).
2.4 Reputation of a Reviewer
Similar to the reputation of authors (Section 2.3), we consider that if a reviewer produces ‘good’ reviews, then
the reviewer is considered to be a ‘reputed’ reviewer. Furthermore, we consider that the reputation of a reviewer
is essentially an aggregation of the opinions over her reviews.2
We assume that the opinions on how good a review is can be obtained, in a first instance, by other reviewers
that also reviewed the same paper. However, as this is a new feature to be introduced in open access repositories
and conference and journal paper management systems, we believe collecting such information might take some
2We assume a review can only be written by one reviewer, and as such, the number of co-authors of a review is not relevant as
it was when calculating the reputation of authors.
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time. An alternative that we consider here is that in the meantime we can use the ‘similarity’ between reviews
as a measure of the reviewers opinions about reviews. In other words, the heuristic could be phrased as ‘if my
review is similar to yours then I may assume your judgement of my review would be good.’
We note v⇤(ri, rj , p) 2 E for the ‘extended judgement’ of ri over rj ’s opinion on paper p, and define it as an
aggregation of opinions and similarities as follows:
v⇤(ri, rj , p) =
8><>:
v(ri, rj , p) if v(ri, rj , p) 6= ?
Sim(o¯(ri, p), o¯(rj , p)) If o¯(ri, p) 6= ? and o¯(rj , p) 6= ?
? Otherwise
(3)
where Sim stands for an appropriate similarity measure. We say the similarity between two opinions is the
di↵erence between the two: Sim(o¯(ri, p), o¯(rj , p)) = 100  |o¯(ri, p)  o¯(rj , p)|.
Given this, we consider that the overall opinion of a researcher on the capacity of another researcher to
make good reviews is calculated as follows. Consider the set of judgements of ri over reviews made by rj as:
V ⇤(ri, rj) = {v⇤(ri, rj , p) | v(ri, rj , p) 6= ? and p 2 P}. This set might be empty. Then, we define the judgement
of a reviewer over another one as a simple average:
RR(ri, rj) =
8>>><>>>:
X
8v2V ⇤(ri,rj)
v
|V ⇤(ri, rj)| if V
⇤(ri, rj) 6= ;
? otherwise
(4)
Finally, the reputation of a reviewer r, RR(r), is an aggregation of judgements that her colleagues make about
her capability to produce good reviews. We weight this with the reputation of the colleagues as a reviewer:
RR(r) =
8>>>>><>>>>>:
X
8ri2R⇤
RR(ri) ·RR(ri, r)X
8ri2R⇤
RR(ri)
R⇤ 6= ;
50 otherwise
(5)
where R⇤ = {ri 2 R | V ⇤(ri, r) 6= ;}. When no judgements have been made over r, we take the value 50 to
represent ignorance (as 50 is the median of the chosen range [0, 100] — again, we note that any the choice of
range and its median does not a↵ect the performance of the model; that is, the results of the simulation of
Section 3 would remain the same).
Note that the reputation of a reviewer depends on the reputation of other reviewers. In other words, every
time the reputation of one reviewer will change, it will trigger changing the reputation of other reviewers, which
might lead to an infinite loop of modifying the reputation of reviewers. We address this by using an algorithm
similar to the EigenTrust algorithm, as illustrated by Algorithm 4 of the Appendix. In fact, this algorithm may
be considered as a variation of the EigenTrust algorithm, which will require some testing to confirm how fast it
converges.
2.5 Reputation of a Review
The reputation of a review is similar to the one for papers but using judgements instead of opinions. We say
the reputation of a review is a weighted aggregation of its judgements, where the weight is the reputation of the
reviewer (Section 2.4).
RO(r
0, p) =
8>>>>><>>>>>:
X
8r2jud(r0,p)
RR(r) · v⇤(r, r0, p)X
8r2jud(r0,p)
RR(r)
if |jud(r0, p)|   k
RR(r0) otherwise
(6)
where jud(r0, p) = {r 2 R | v⇤(r, r0, p) 6= ?} denotes the set of judges of a particular review written by r0 on a
given paper p.
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